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DIE WILDE JAGD / WILD HUNT 

Grimm interpreted the Wild Hunt phenomenon as having pre
Christian origins, arguing that the male figure who appeared in it 
was a survival of folk beliefs about the god Wodan, who had "lost 
his sociable character, his near familiar features, and assumed the 

aspect of a dark and dreadful power ... a spectre and a devil. u[l l] 

Grimm believed that this male figure was 
sometimes replaced by a female counterpart, 

whom he referred to as Holda and Berchta. [14] _ 

In bis words, "not only Wuotan and othcr gods, 
but heathen goddesses too, may head the 
furious host: the wild bunter passes into the 

wood-wife, Wöden into frau Gaude. tt(l5] Ile 
added his opinion that this female figure was 

Woden's wife.[161 

Discussing martial elements of the Wild Hunt, 
Grimm commented that "it marches as an army, 

"Another class of spectres will prove rnore fruitful for our 
investigation: they, like the ignes fatui, include unchristened 
babes, but instead of straggling singly on tbe earth as fires, 
tbey sweep through forest and air in whole companies witb a 
horrible din. This is the widely spread legend of the furious 
hosl, thefarious hunt, which is of high antiquity, and 
interweaves itself, now witb gods, and now witb heroes. Look 
where you will, it betrays its connexion [sie] with 
heathenism." 

- Folklorist Jacob Grimm. (11 l 

it portends the outbreak of war."[171 He added that a number of figures that had been recorded as leading the 
bunt, such as "Wuotan, Huckelbernd, Berholt, bestriding their white war-horse, armed and spurred, appear 

still as supreme directors of the ~ar for,.which they, so to speak, give licence to mankind."[l?] 

Grimm believed that in pre-Christian Europe, the bunt, led by a god and a goddess, either visited "the land 
at some holy tide, bringing welfare and blessing, accepting gifts and offerings of the people" or they 
alternately float "unseen through the air, perceptible in cloudy shapes, in the roar and howl of the winds, 
carrying on war, hunting or the game of ninepins, the chief employments of ancient heroes: an array which, 

less tied down to a definite time, explains more the natural phenomenon."[18] He believed that under the 
influence of Christianisation, the story was converted from being that of a "solemn march of gods" to being 

"a pack of honid spectres, dashed with dark and devilish ingredients"_[lS] 

Hans Peter Duen ( 1985) noted tbat for modern readers, it "is generally difficult to decide, on the basis of 
the sources, whether what is involved in the reports about the appearance of the Wild Hunt is merely a 
demonic interpretation of natural phenomenon, or whether we are dealing with a descriptiön of ritual 

processions of humans changed into demons."[19] Historian Ronald Hutton (2014) noted that there was "a 
powerful and well-established international scholarly tradition" which argued that the Medieval Wild Hunt 

legends were an influence on the development ofthe Early Modem ideas of the witches' Sabbath.[12) Hutton 

nevertheless believed that this approach could be "fundamentally challenged". [ 121 


